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Just Say
Yeah!
Brooklyn Band Yeasayer’s
Transcendent Pop
When Yeasayer unveiled its debut, All Hour Cymbals, in
2007, critics set their thesauruses afire trying to describe

The Secret
Ingredient
Is Foam
Nick van Woert is a joyful
sculptor

covered by a carpet,” he says happily. “When I use it as
a surface treatment, I’m suggesting something has been
turned inside out or upside down. I’m trying to articulate
an idea that has been lost or swept under the rug.”
That’s a lot of meaning to invest in a random industrial
product that most of us never notice we’re walking on.
But that’s van Woert’s point: itchy pink insulation foam
keeps us warm at night and gummy tar paper keeps the
rain off our heads. You get the sense that if asbestos
were still readily available, van Woert would work it into
one of his sculptures. “The materials I choose have an
intended purpose outside of the context I use them in,”
he says, “and it’s that purpose that carries metaphor
and meaning for me.”
Van Woert’s constructions are whimsical and deceptively simple. There’s a Jeff Koons quality to the Roman
busts covered in brightly colored resin and a Mike Kelleyesque aspect to a mobile showing the planets in the solar
system orbiting a turd. Van Woert isn’t just interested in
the crappy materials that make up the building blocks
of modern living, he likes to make them balance out in
oddly lovely ways. KEN MILLER
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Van Woert will have a solo exhibition at the Grimm
gallery in Amsterdam this Fall

yeasayer performing at the guggenheim museum,
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Nick van Woert is interested in the structure of things.
Gesturing toward an epoxy-covered metal sculpture
leaning against his studio wall, the young sculptor casually mentions how it was inspired by the giant billboard
outside his window—not the advertisement for the blockbuster thriller, but the actual billboard itself. Gazing across
outer Brooklyn’s industrial landscape, he delights in the
amount of effort that went into building a massive metal
support structure that will be plastered over time and
time again with cheap wheat-pasted paper.
Gangly, fresh-faced, and boyish at 30, van Woert talks
about his art with a disarmingly happy smile on his face.
Maybe his youthful vigor is a positive side effect from all
of the toxic chemicals he uses for his work, which range
from deceptively sleek pop abstractions decorated in
shiny coats of plastic to off-kilter, quixotically jumbled
stabiles gummed together with everything from Gorilla
Glue to blandly multicolored landlord carpeting. “Carpet
foam typically gets laid on top of a sub-floor and then

it. A mix of sunshine harmonies, world music textures, and
airtight hooks, the record immediately put the group into
the same hippie-dippy, art-school freaky, cultural studies
territory as MGMT and Dirty Projectors.
Two years later, Yeasayer returns with Odd Blood—an
album no less sunny or textural than its predecessor, but
remarkably more assured. “We know what we’re doing
now!” laughs vocalist Chris Keating. “I don’t think people
really understand that our first album was recorded in my
parents’ house and released by a record label that was

essentially one dude who worked out of his home. Clearly,
we had no idea.”
When facing the prospect of the oft-problematic sophomore album, the band members streamlined their vision.
“We thought about the fact that we’d have to go out and
perform these songs,” says keyboardist/vocalist Anand
Wilder. “We wanted to make sure they could be recreated
live and that we wouldn’t mind hearing and playing them
a gazillion times over the next year. We were looking for a
departure from what we’ve done before. But it’s still gonna
come out sounding like us no matter what we do.”
The songs on Odd Blood, while still immediately recognizable as Yeasayer-ish, have shed some of the reverb
and vocal layers of the previous album, revealing some of
the most sparkling pop the band has ever recorded. Tunes
like lead single “Ambling Alp” and “O.N.E.” neatly bridge
the gap between the slippery synth-heavy weirdness of
Animal Collective and some long-lost Manchester band
from the early ’90s, a comparison that seems in keeping
with the band’s current mind-set. “You’d think we were a
prog rock band if you listened to the weird things people
have said about us,” says Wilder. “We’ve always, at least
in our own minds, made pop music. We wanted to explore
different aspects of that. This time the production is a little
more hip-hop and less Fleetwood Mac, but it’s still essentially just pop songs.”
The trio is optimistic about what the year has in store.
“We’re looking forward to making lots of people jump around,”
says Wilder, “Introspection is fine and good, but we’re way
more inspired by Bollywood than, say, Joy Division. I’m
just gonna continue living with this fantasy that we’re a
dance band.” T. COLE RACHEL
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